April 2011 Face2Face Agenda

LTDC 2011Spring F2F Meeting Date: Wednesday, April 13, 2011 Time: 10am to 5:30pm Location: Concourse Hotel, 1 W Dayton Street, Madison Lodging: at the Concourse Hotel, or other hotels on your own Parking: At Hotel, $4 for 4 hours. $7 for full day. Pay at Front Desk

Agenda 10am – 11am

- Business Meeting – Gene Leisz and Lorna Wong
  - CR grant 2011-2012
  - Budget – CR and CSRG
  - LMS Task Force
  - Election of new officers for 2011-2012

11am – 11:30am

- Annual action items for 2011-2012 from Strategic Plan - Mary Alice Muraski

11:30 – noon

- Campus Updates – All LTDC-reps

Noon – 12:45 pm – Lunch & Break

12:45 pm – 1:30pm Campus Updates - continue

1:30 – 2:45pm Evaluating Academic Technology Pilots - Part 1 Facilitator – Pat Fellows

2:45 – 3pm - Break

3pm – 4pm

- Evaluating Academic Technology Pilots – Part 2

Facilitator – Pat Fellows

4pm – 5pm

- Emerging Technology
  - Mobile Apps for campus and academics – what Madison is doing? - Hideko Mills, Brian Laege
  - Augmented Reality – What is out there? Campus Mobile Technology - Tanya Joosten
  - Using Games – Brian Ledwell

5pm – 5:20pm

- Election of New Exec Committee Members

Before 5:30pm

- Meeting adjourn

Dinner Gathering - 6pm – 6:30pm Madison has hundreds of dining options that fit all palates on State Street and around the Capitol. We will poll those who are interested in dining together at the beginning of the meeting and make reservations as needed. Suggestions of venue welcome!
Special Notes on the Agenda: This meeting will be held in conjunction with the UWS President's Summit on Excellence in Teaching and Learning, April 14-15. All LTDC-reps and colleagues are encouraged to attend the President's Summit as part of our F2F meeting and a professional development opportunity.

Campus Updates: With the regular updates provided by the LTDC blog, we have not done this for a while. At this meeting, Campus LTDC-reps will be given 5 minutes to either do a short update to highlight campus actions, changes in organization or personnel, or bring up an issue that needs feedback from the group. If you want to prepare a one-page summary to supplement your update, feel free to do so. Either bring copies or send email to the group prior to the meeting will be fine.

Action Plans for 2011-2012 – from Strategic Plan Mary Alice will review the LTDC Strategic Plan and possible action items that the group should focus on for 2011-2012. Many volunteers will be needed to accomplish our goals. Be prepared to offer your talents.

Evaluating Academic Technology Pilots – Group Exercise UW campuses, individually and collectively, engage in pilot projects of innovative and promising instructional technologies. For the most part, these pilots are successful. Even if we do not have a clearly articulated definition of “successful,” there are some that we intuitively know are more or less successful than others. Even the less successful pilots result in lessons learned and other positive outcomes, so we do not want to automatically discount these.

- During this session we will explore the following questions:
  - How do we evaluate a pilot to determine if it was successful?
  - How do we determine whether or not we should pilot a new technology?

Please take some time, maybe even on your drive to the meeting, to think about pilots you have run on your campus. We’ll take you through the rest of the exercise, you just need to bring some thoughts on past history of pilots on your campus.